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Why disaggregate data?

Planning and Policy Development

Post-election analysis

Development of 'baselines'

Monitoring and evaluation of objectives



Complicated? Technical?



What data to disaggregate?

5 fields for EMBs:
Voter Registration

Voter participation

candidates

Internal structures of the CENI

Complaints and Litigation

Working with CSOs:
Gender-specific election violence



I. Voter Registration

 Allows the identification of needs by gender and region 

and age

 Facilitated by computerized systems, but doable with 

basic technology (excel)

 Integrating variable 'sex' in the recruitment procedures 

early in the process

51% of surveyed countries (UNDP 2012) disaggregate 

voter registration data by sex.



Voter Registration - EXAMPLE

 How to analyze

NB: Data for example purpose only, does not reflect actual statistics
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Simply adding the variable "M-F" compares enrollment per region, helps to 

identify needs and target actions.

Voter Registration - EXAMPLE
 How to analyze

NB: Data for example purpose only, does not reflect actual statistics



A simple Excel analysis facilitates comparison of registration rates 

between regions.

NB: Data for example purpose only, does not reflect actual statistics



In this example, these regions have female registration rates lower 

than the average.

NB: Data for example purpose only, does not reflect actual statistics



One can also see the regions that exceed averages, which can provide best 

practices to encourage the registration of women.



The sex-disaggregated data analysis should benefit from other 

demographic data collected. For example, a cross-analysis of data by sex 

and age gives a very detailed picture of the national voter registration.

Voter Registration - EXAMPLE
 How to analyze

NB: Data for example purpose only, does not reflect actual statistics



The example shows that it is easy to identify very specific 

problems, such as specific age group where women are 

underrepresented in voter registration. which may facilitate 

targeted actions by the EMB.

NB: Data for example purpose only, does not reflect actual statistics



This is an example of another type of Excel analysis

showing the difference between registration on the 

electoral lists of the men and women of voter 

registration.

NB: Data for example purpose only, does not reflect actual statistics





One of the biggest advantages of the 

analysis of sex-disaggregated data is 

the ability to compare results over time.



For example, this hypothetical model shows 

the changes (gains and losses) between 

2010 and 2015.

NB: Data for example purpose only, does not reflect actual statistics



II. Turnout
 Necessary to see if there is equal participation

 Important to the analysis by region and age as well

 Only collect data for the turnout, not the choice to vote

 Always protect the secrecy of voting

 How?

 1) Print the electoral lists with M-F information 

 2) Include the countdown on PVs in each polling station

 3) Include information in the entered results



Turnout
 How to analyze

The simplest analysis of these data shows the comparative 

turnout

NB: Data for example purpose only, does not reflect actual statistics



NB: Data for example purpose only, does not reflect actual statistics

Turnout
 How to analyze



NB: Data for example purpose only, does not reflect actual statistics

Turnout

How to analyze

The most critical analysis is to compare the turnout

with voter registration levels.



III. Candidates
 Facilitated by computerized systems, but doable with 

basic technology (Excel)

 Important indicator of the performance of parties and 

women's participation

 Enable EMB to monitor compliance with quotas

 Track the placement on the lists



Candidates –

What to collect?

Number  % of ♀ candidates

Number of ♀ candidates at top of list

Number of ♀ candidates in the top quartile of list

Number of ♀ candidates elected



Next… further disaggregation 

-By age group

-By Province

Candidates –

What to collect?



Candidates –

What to analyze?

- Overall comparison ♀♂ candidates and elected 

- Analysis by positioning the lists

- Comparison by age and area

- Comparison by party

- Breakdown by ethnic group also possible in some contexts



IV. Internal EMB structures

 EMB permanent structures and temporary positions

 Comparison with other public functions

 Rcompare by position (Administrative v. Management, etc.)

 Coordination with HR departments of EMB and annual 

performance analysis and post-election analysis

Example: Georgia’s EMB gathers information on the status of 

employees and the number and age of children, to 

facilitate planning



Internal EMB structures
 what data to collect?

Which body

#s

Positions

Promotions, salary equality, participation in 

professional development opportunities, etc.



V. Complaints and Litigation

Why?

Access to justice is a fundamental right. Yet women 

often face access barriers to justice, the electoral 

justice.

It is also important to ensure that complaints of 

discrimination and violence against women are 

treated with respect for the law



Complaints and Litigation: 

What data to collect?
Database:

 Sex of the applicant (filing complaints?)?

 Sex of the defendant ?

 Processing of the application - how many complaints are ruled

in favor of the applicant, how many are rejected?

Go further:

 Are there specific complaints on gender issues (discrimination 

accusations, intimidation, etc.)?

 What are their outcomes?



Gender-Specific 

Election Violence



The experience of electoral 

violence is not the same for men 

and women

Its important to be aware of the 
difference and adapt methods of 

documenting violent incidents accordingly
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Form of Violence Examples

Physical
State and/or Militia-sponsored 
violence

Physical Harm 

Social-
Psychological

Psychological Intimidation

Social Sanctions and Punishment

Familial Pressure

Child Abuse

Domestic Violence

Economic
Exploitation of IDPs and Refugees

Economic Coercion and 
Punishment

Sexual violence Rape, Assault, Harassment, 

Various forms of election violence
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Verification Sources by Gender of 

Victim 
(Percent of all sources)
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Disaggregating Election 

Violence data for gender

1.Use an inclusive definition of election 

violence



Electoral violence is a means of controlling 
and/or oppressing an individual or group’s right 
to free participation in an electoral event through 
the use of emotional, social or economic force, 
coercion or pressure, as well as physical and 
sexual harm. 

Occurring from the date of voter registration to 
the date of inauguration of a new government, 
election violence may take place in public or in 
private, including in the family, the general 
community, online and via media, or be 
perpetrated or condoned by the state.



Disaggregating Election 

Violence data for gender

1. Use an inclusive definition of election 

violence

2. Ensure the right data is being collected 

Physical (including sexual)

Socio-psychological

Private / domestic locations, family actors



Disaggregating Election 

Violence data for gender

1. Use an inclusive definition of election violence

2. Ensure the right data is being collected 

 Physical (including sexual)

 Socio-psychological

 Private / domestic locations, family actors

3. Ensure the data is being collected the right 
ways

 Gender-sensitive monitor training

 Use of appropriate sources (community, etc.)

 Qualitative & quantitative tools


